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Abstract: Satellite altimetry provides exceptional means for absolute and undisputable monitoring
of changes in sea level and inland waters (rivers and lakes), over regional to global scales, with
accuracy and with respect to the center of mass of the Earth. Altimetry system’s responses
have to be continuously monitored for their quality, biases, errors, drifts, etc. with calibration.
Absolute calibration of altimeters is achieved by external and independent to satellite facilities on
the ground. This is the mainstay for a continuous, homogenous, and reliable monitoring of the
earth and its oceans. This paper describes the development of the Permanent Facility for Altimetry
Calibration in Gavdos/Crete, Greece, as of 2001 along with its infrastructure and instrumentation.
Calibration results are presented for the reference missions of Jason-1, Jason-2, and Jason-3. Then,
this work continues with the determination of relative calibrations with respect to reference missions
for Sentinel-3A, HY-2A, and SARAL/AltiKa. Calibration results are also given for Jason-2 and
Jason-3 altimeters using the transponder at the CDN1 Cal/Val site on the mountains of Crete, with
simultaneous comparisons against sea-surface calibration and during their tandem mission. Finally,
the paper presents procedures for estimating uncertainties for altimeter calibration to meet the
Fiducial Reference Measurement standards.

Keywords: altimetry; calibration; Jason; transponder; sea surface; fiducial reference measurements

1. Introduction

Current satellite altimetry provides outstanding means for absolute and undisputable monitoring
of changes in sea level and inland waters (rivers and lakes), over regional to global scales, with
accuracies of mm/Year and with respect to the center of mass of the Earth. Altimetry also observes
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wind speed on the sea surface; sea state; determines ocean circulation; bathymetry; monitors melting
rates of ice sheets in Arctic, Antarctica, and the Himalayas; and measures the amounts of the sea ice
and freeboard. All these measurements are made with an accuracy of less than 1 cm (or even 1 mm for
Sentinel-6 for example) and from an attitude of 800–1300 km above the Earth’s surface.

Altimetry plays a central role in monitoring climate change and in establishing fundamental
environmental parameters. It provides a consistent and comprehensive view of the Earth by measuring
changes of sea level in an objective and uniform way, but it also helps us better understand what is
happening in remote and non-accessible areas of our planet [1,2]. Satellite altimetry observes processes
and states of the oceans and inland waters and provides a picture of variations over time and space.
For example, it reveals patterns and details of sea and water surfaces (rivers and lakes, i.e., Amazon
River in Brazil and Issyk-Kul Lake in Kyrgyzstan) which could not be previously detected by climate
models and conventional observations [3–6].

Sea level is a fundamental environmental parameter as it integrates different physical processes
by reflecting changes in the ocean, the atmosphere, and the Earth’s surface [7]. Throughout history,
the level of the sea has been constantly changing with time and in space and certainly will continue
changing into the future [8]. Nonetheless over the last few decades, greenhouse gas concentrations in
the Earth’s atmosphere have increased as a result of human activities. This has led to global warming,
ocean acidification, thermal expansion of the sea mass, melting of glaciers and ice sheets, and changes
in land-stored water; all of these cause additional variations to marine properties and sea level.

A rise in global sea level is one the most certain consequences of climate change [9]. This is why
sea level has been selected to become one of the 50 essential climate variables (ECV) introduced by the
Global Climate Observing System [10] and also one of the 13 ECVs monitored by the Climate Change
Initiative [11] in the European Space Agency.

Even small amounts in sea-level rise, measured at +3.2 mm/year today with altimetry, can cause
devastating effects. Sea level rise causes destructive erosion on coasts, contaminates faster aquifers
and water resources with sea water (e.g., Messara valley in Crete, Greece), and also harms agriculture
and productive soils. For every 30 cm of sea level rise, coastlines move inland by 30–100 m on
average [12,13]. Coastal flooding destroys wildlife (birds, fish, animals, vegetation, etc.), and sea level
rise causes hurricane surges to become powerful, higher, and with frequent flooding of vast coastal
areas. In the near future, islands may be lost and people living on low-lying lands may abandon their
homes and relocate.

Over the past 20–25 years, satellite altimetry clarified our understanding of sea level rise and
ocean circulation, as well as of ocean bathymetry from space [3,14]. It provides global, all-weather,
absolute, and detailed measurements for the sea surface height with respect to the center of mass of
the Earth. In other words, it has now become possible to monitor sea level, marine environment, and
inland waters with satellite altimeters and to complement observations made by tide gauges.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has reported that over 1993–2012, a global mean
sea level (GMSL) of 3.2 mm/year (2.8 mm/year to 3.6 mm/year) has been established by satellite
altimetry [15,16]. Although there is observational evidence that GMSL is rising, considerable debate
still remains as whether the rate of sea level rise is currently increasing as a result of human activity
and, if so, by how much [9]. To answer this question the sea-level variability over the short-term has to
be removed from the climate records [17], while instrumental drifts have to be carefully scrutinized as
they may distort the GMSL observations [18].

Climate change monitoring requires longstanding observations of several decades; a duration
going beyond the typical observation length and lifetime for a satellite altimeter of about 5–7 years.
In addition, the sound identification of sea-level signals connected to long-term climate changes still
remains a challenge, although current altimeters provide remarkable accuracies [19] (also Table 1).
Consequently, to support a seamless, reliable, and objective monitoring for sea level and inland
waters tied to an inertial reference system [20], diverse satellite altimeters have to be calibrated and
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also cross-calibrated against each other continuously and in an absolute sense using ground-truth
research infrastructures.

Table 1. The expected root mean square (RMS) of sea surface height (SSH) and altimeter noise
measurements obtained by satellite altimetry.

Altimetric
Mission

Specifications for
Sea-Surface Height Actual SSH Specifications for

Altimeter
Actual Altimeter

Noise

Jason-2 and Jason-3 ±3.4 cm ±2.5 cm ±1.7 cm ±1.5 cm
SARAL/AltiKa ±3.2 cm ±3.2 cm ±1.5 cm ±1.0 cm

HY-2A ±10 cm ±5.0 cm ±4 cm ±2 cm
Sentinel-3A ±2.94 cm ±3.0–5.0 cm ±1.3 cm ±3.0 cm

Absolute calibration of satellite altimeters by external, permanent, and independent to satellite
facilities is a prerequisite for a continuous, homogenous, and reliable monitoring of the Earth, its
oceans, and climate change. These calibration/validation (Cal/Val) facilities on the Earth’s surface
ensure that altimetry observations are free of errors and biases, uninterrupted, and tied from one
mission to the next in an objective and absolute sense. Altimeter systems’ responses have to be, thus,
continuously monitored and controlled for their quality, biases, errors, drifts, etc. Relations also among
different missions have to be established on a common and reliable Earth-center reference system,
maintained over a long period of time.

Up to now, absolute calibration of satellite altimetry is primarily provided by permanent ground
calibration and validation facilities. These are located either offshore or on land (e.g., microwave
transponders) exactly under (absolute direct Cal/Val) or adjacent to satellite’s ground track on nearby
coasts to ensure monitoring of uncontaminated satellite observations (absolute indirect Cal/Val).
Relative calibration of satellite measurements is also performed using either multi-mission crossover
analysis between reference altimeters and other missions (relative direct Cal/Val) or distributed
tide-gauge networks (relative indirect Cal/Val). Today, there exist four absolute, permanent, and
historic such Cal/Val facilities in the world: one is operated by CNES (French Space Agency) in Corsica,
France [21], one run by the Jet Propulsion Lab/NASA in California, USA [22], one managed by The
University of Tasmania in Bass Strait, Tasmania, Australia [23], and one operated by the Technical
University of Crete in western Crete and Gavdos in Greece [24].

Each calibration method presents advantages and disadvantages. Nonetheless, there exist several
international groups dedicated to satellite altimetry calibration, while periodic campaigns had been
conducted in the past to support mission-specific Cal/Val services [6,25–29].

With the recent advent of diverse satellite altimeters along with advanced measuring techniques
(Nadir, Delay-Doppler altimeters, wide swath, Ku-band, and Ka-band frequencies), it has become
mature and is high time to maintain absolute reference Cal/Val sites to regularly monitor any altimeter
but based upon fundamental and undisputable reference and metrology standards, i.e., speed of
light, absolute time, etc. This fiducial reference measurement (FRM) concept had been introduced by
the European Space Agency and ESA plans to calibrate all its present and future altimeters in that
manner. The international altimetry community expects continuity and upscaling of Cal/Val services
to maintain measurement conformity and error reporting, and also to support the right decisions
concerning Earth observation. Such an FRM Cal/Val site will constitute the fundamental mainstay
for building up capacity for monitoring climate change in an objective and unequivocal manner with
altimetry. It will be capable of assessing any altimeter measurements to absolute reference signals
traceable to SI-standards (Système International, such as speed of light, absolute time reference, etc.)
with different techniques, various processes, and diverse instrumentation and settings.

The Permanent Facility for Altimeter Calibration (PFAC) in western Crete, Greece, is such a
Cal/Val infrastructure where calibration of satellite altimeters takes place making use of several of the
calibration techniques (i.e., absolute indirect, relative direct Cal/Val), both at sea as well as on land
using a prototype microwave transponder (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The sea-surface (Gavdos, CRS1, RDK1) and transponder (CDN1) Cal/Val sites of the 

Permanent Altimetry Calibration Facility along with the Operations Control Center at the Technical 

University of Crete in western Crete, Greece (a,b). The multi-mission, diverse Cal/Val service is 

illustrated by the ground-tracks of existing (Jason-3, Sentinel-3A, Sentinel-3B, and HY-2A), as well as 

future satellite altimetry missions (a). The CryoSat-2 satellite is also calibrated using either the CDN1 
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Figure 1. The sea-surface (Gavdos, CRS1, RDK1) and transponder (CDN1) Cal/Val sites of the
Permanent Altimetry Calibration Facility along with the Operations Control Center at the Technical
University of Crete in western Crete, Greece (a,b). The multi-mission, diverse Cal/Val service is
illustrated by the ground-tracks of existing (Jason-3, Sentinel-3A, Sentinel-3B, and HY-2A), as well as
future satellite altimetry missions (a). The CryoSat-2 satellite is also calibrated using either the CDN1
Cal/Val transponder site or the Gavdos Cal/Val site with sea-surface techniques.

The present paper presents the evolution of the Permanent Facility for Altimetry Calibration in
Gavdos/Crete, Greece, along with its infrastructure and instrumentation as of 2001. The latest results
are presented for the calibration of past (Jason-1, Jason-2, and SARAL/AltiKa) and current (Jason-3
and Sentinel-3A) satellite altimetry missions using the latest GDR products and employing sea-surface
calibration around Gavdos and western Crete. First calibration results of Jason-2 and Jason-3 altimeters
are given using the microwave transponder at the CDN1 Cal/Val site on the mountains of Crete and
compared against sea-surface calibration. Finally, concise procedures are given for upgrading an
existing permanent altimeter calibration facility to meet the fiducial reference measurement status and
the uncertainty budget estimation for final results.

2. The Permanent Facility for Altimeter Calibration

This section describes the evolution over time of the permanent Altimeter Calibration
Facility in Crete, Greece, in terms of its infrastructure, instrumentation, and also presents field
measurements carried out to develop local and regional reference models for essential geophysical
and geodetic parameters.

The Gavdos/Crete Permanent Facility for Altimetry Calibration has been continuously operating
and providing absolute altimeter biases for more than 15 years. It includes a major set of permanent
Cal/Val sites and prototype scientific equipment at various locations in Crete and Gavdos. At present,
this infrastructure includes 17 permanent Global Navigation Satellite System stations, 8 tide gauges,
6 meteorological systems, several communication links, one microwave transponder and a central
facility for data archiving and processing, and also to remotely control all field units. The PFAC
allows calibration of satellite altimeters over ascending and descending passes, and it also permits
multi-mission calibration at crossover locations and over land and water at the same time. At the
same locale, connection and cross-comparison of various altimeters can be made using the same orbits,
conditions, and settings by employing diverse methods and instrumentations on the ground (sea
surface and transponder) for absolute assessment.

All international altimetry missions (i.e., Sentinel-3 and CryoSat-2 (European), Jason series
(American-French), HY-2 (Chinese), and SARAL/AltiKa (Indian-French) have been calibrated at
this facility with sea-surface techniques as of 2004. In the sequel, the different components of the
Cal/Val sites of the infrastructure are described.
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2.1. Infrastructure and Instrumentation

2.1.1. The Gavdos Cal/Val Site

Preparation plans, procedures, and works to establish an absolute sea-level monitoring and
altimeter calibration facility on the island of Gavdos were initiated in late 2001, and have been in
continuous operation since 2004.

The island of Gavdos occupies a place just in the center of eastern Mediterranean. It is a strategic
location for the calibration of satellite altimetry missions, as south of it extends a deep ocean in an over
500 km stretch till Africa with no islands in between to contaminate satellite signals. Ocean tides at
this location are small (a few cm); however, ocean circulation, and reference models (gravity models,
mean dynamic topography, ocean circulation, bathymetry, etc.) are well established. The location was
exactly under a crossing point of the ground tracks of the Jason series satellites (TOPEX/Poseidon,
Jason-1, Jason-2, Jason-3, and Jason-CS), and adjacent to an Envisat pass [30] (Figures 1–3). Thus, this
Cal/Val site has been capable of calibrating ascending and descending orbits of the Jason series.
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Figure 2. The initial motivation for the establishment of the Gavdos permanent altimeter calibration
facility was that a crossover of Jason satellite (Pass No. 18 and No. 109) and adjacent to the Envisat
Pass No. 571. (a) shows the crossover location of Jason over Gavdos island, and the adjacent Envisat
ground track. (b) presents a general overview of the Jason and Sentinel-3 cross over locations over
west Crete, along with the Chinese HY-2 ground tracks and associated crossover locations.

Gavdos is an isolated island about 40 km south of the mainland of Crete in Greece with only
30–50 permanent residents and sparse boat connections, especially during the winter time when
extreme weather conditions prevail for its most part. The infrastructure to accommodate the scientific
instruments was built up at three different locations: the “Karave” port (the harbor of the island where
boats are berthed), the “Theophilos” site (a University owned land bought in 2001 to host the central
Cal/Val site), and the “DIAS” crossover site for the deployment of a microwave transponder (Figures 2
and 3).
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Figure 3. (a) An aerial view of the Gavdos island. Photo was taken by the aircraft used for the airborne
gravimetry in 2001. The initial setting at the Gavdos island at the “Karave” harbor in 1999 and the first
installations of the tide gauge and GPS stations. The right photo shows where the “DIAS” mail Cal/Val
site is located with respect to the harbor. (b) Installations of the first tide gauge and GPS site at the
Gavdos harbor by NOAA (USA) personnel. The right picture shows the harsh conditions prevailing
over that winter of 2001. (c,d) Depiction of the gradual evolution from a stainless-steel equipment box
to a concrete housing structure for the equipment in the summer of 2001. (e) The present situation
with the new jetty built at the Gavdos harbor and the old site, as well as the new site in relation to the
harbor. The right photo is the DIAS Cal/Val site. (f) This is the DIAS location (cross over location of
Jason satellites) in the south part of the island where the first transponder was set up in 2003.
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During the initial setup of the Gavdos Cal/Val facility, several instruments were installed: two
GNSS receivers, two tide gauges (one acoustic and one pressure sensor), a DORIS beacon, a microwave
transponder, and meteorological sensors. Throughout its 15 years of operation, several instruments
have been replaced at times either because they were damaged by extreme weather or substituted after
some period of regular “wear and tear”.

At times, parts of infrastructure have been expanded or upgraded to meet new altimetry
measuring techniques and accommodate different satellites, but also to gain confidence in establishing
the uncertainty budget of the Cal/Val results. The development timeline of the Gavdos Cal/Val
instrumentation is presented in Figure 4 and its present setup at the harbor is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 4. The operational status of the main instrumentation (tide gauges and GNSS receivers) at the
Gavdos Cal/Val site as of 2004 till present.

At the outset in 2001, there was no mains power on the island of Gavdos. This forced us to depend
upon renewable energy sources, i.e., solar panels and wind generators, to charge batteries at first, and
those in turn to supply continuous and stable power to all scientific instruments operating in the field.
It was only in 2010 when the mains power was supplied by government on the island. Since then,
a hybrid system (mains and renewable power supply) has been implemented in Gavdos for safety and
continuity of operations at the Cal/Val facility.
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When running scientific instruments in the field on remote islands, access, operations, and control
of them becomes a difficult issue. At the early establishment of Gavdos Cal/Val, the island lacked
decent and stable telephone and communications links. Therefore, several alternate channels in
communications were sought and examined, e.g., UHF, GPRS, and satellite links (see also Figure 6) in
an effort to ensure that observations were always accessed by the Operations Control Center (OCC)
at the Technical University of Crete on the mainland of Crete. After several trials and errors, it has
been evident that satellite communications had been the most reliable means, especially after their
recent reduction in service cost. These satellite links serve as the essential communications carrier
for the PFAC at the moment. By following the same example as done regarding the power supply,
two independent communication channels (e.g., satellite and GPRS links) have been put into action
to safeguard access to the scientific instruments, and to download and archive field observations
immediately and automatically onto the Operations Control Center in Crete.
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Figure 6. The UHF communications link with relay stations used to connect the Operations Control
Center in Chania city, Crete, and Gavdos bypassing and going around the high mountains ridge,
having an altitude of more than 2000 m. (a) shows the established network of installed UHF sites to
link Gavdos Cal/Val with the central facility at the University in Chania city, Crete. (b) shows the final
end-point UHF station in Gavdos, while (c) depicts the middle relay UHF station in Sougia.

Gavdos Cal/Val has been providing absolute calibration over sea surface for all altimeters of the
Jason series (Jason-1, Jason-2, and Jason-3) along their descending and ascending passes No. 18 and
No. 109, in conjunction with transponder calibration at the crossover point over the land of Gavdos
(DIAS Cal/Val site). Later in 2013, this Gavdos Cal/Val site could calibrate SARAL/AltiKa using its
ascending Pass No. 571 as this groundtrack intersects the island from the south to northwest and
finally reaches southwest Crete (Figure 7). As of 2016, the European Sentinel-3A has been calibrated
by the Gavdos Cal/Val using its ascending Pass No. 14 at sea, as well as its descending Pass No. 335.
This last pass of S3-A has been used for sea-surface calibration north and south of Gavdos, and could
be simultaneously used for land calibration, plus it crosses the DIAS Cal/Val site of the transponder
on Gavdos (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. The Gavdos Cal/Val facility provides sea-surface calibration for the Jason series (Red: Pass
No. 18-descending and No. 109-ascending), SARAL/AltiKa (Yellow: Pass No. 571) and Sentinel-3A
(Green: Pass No. 14-descending and No. 335-ascending).

2.1.2. The CRS1 Cal/Val Site

The CRS1 Cal/Val site is located in a small, well-protected fishing harbor at the tip of southwestern
Crete. Its establishment was initiated in 2007 primarily for the calibration of the American Navy’s
Geosat Follow-On (GFO) altimetric mission (Figure 8) as it is almost under a crossover of its ascending
and descending orbits. The site had been fully operational in March 2008 but unfortunately it did not
serve that purpose as an onboard problem of the GFO satellite led to its termination on 26 November
2008. A decision was then made to continue to maintain the CRS1 Cal/Val site as operational to
monitor tectonic deformation and tsunamis.

Then later in August 2011, the launch of the Chinese HY-2A altimeter mission provided the
impetus for re-activating the CRS1 as a satellite altimetry Cal/Val site. The HY-2A descending Pass
No. 280 happens to pass close by and only 9 km west of the CRS1 Cal/Val site (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. The CRS1 Cal/Val site has been initially installed next to a GFO crossover (left) but later it
has been used to calibrate the Chinese HY-2A altimeter (right).

A set of a pressure and a radar tide gauges has been operating at the CRS1 Cal/Val site, supported
by a GNSS receiver and a meteorological sensor (Figure 9).

Till now, the CRS1 Cal/Val site has been primarily employed for the calibration of the HY-2A
altimeter [31]. It is also planned to act as a calibration site for both Sentinel-3A (Pass No. 278) and
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Sentinel-3B (Pass No. 014) altimeters as a crossover of these satellites takes place 20 km west of CRS1
in open and deep ocean (3000 m deep, Figure 10).Remote Sens. 2018, 10, 1557 11 of 40 
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Figure 10. The CRS1 Cal/Val facility is expected to provide calibration services for Sentinel-3A (Pass 

No. 278) and Sentinel-3B (Pass No. 14). 

2.1.3. The RDK1 Cal/Val Site 

The RDK1 Cal/Val site is located in a small private fishing harbor south of Crete and is exactly 

under the Jason No. 109 ascending orbit. It was established in February 2009. The Jason satellite 

moves up from south of Gavdos, intersects the island, and then continues to meet the RDK1 Cal/Val 

site in southern Crete. The segment of the Jason orbit (No. 109), south of Gavdos, has already been 

used for sea-surface calibration for more than a decade. The RDK1 site comes to fill in the gap and 

Figure 9. The CRS1 calibration facility has been operational since March 2008 (left). The (right-most)
picture shows the established instruments at the site. The (upper) image shows an overview of the
CRS1 site with the mountains in its background of West Crete. (Lower) images show the housing with
is communication links and solar panels on its roof, its west view with the tide gauges as connected to
sea, and the operating instrumentations inside this CRS1 Cal/Val site.
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Figure 10. The CRS1 Cal/Val facility is expected to provide calibration services for Sentinel-3A
(Pass No. 278) and Sentinel-3B (Pass No. 14).

2.1.3. The RDK1 Cal/Val Site

The RDK1 Cal/Val site is located in a small private fishing harbor south of Crete and is exactly
under the Jason No. 109 ascending orbit. It was established in February 2009. The Jason satellite moves
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up from south of Gavdos, intersects the island, and then continues to meet the RDK1 Cal/Val site in
southern Crete. The segment of the Jason orbit (No. 109), south of Gavdos, has already been used for
sea-surface calibration for more than a decade. The RDK1 site comes to fill in the gap and strengthen
the calibrating region from south to the north, astride Gavdos, and certainly restores confidence for
the results produced in the southern part. The RDK1 Cal/Val site not only happens to serve the
Jason calibration but it presents itself to calibrate Sentinel-3B as it lies along its ascending Pass No. 71.
In addition, the Sentinel-3A Pass No. 335 descends from RDK1 (9 km west of it) towards Gavdos and
completely converges to Jason groundtrack when it comes nearer to Gavdos. Therefore, this RDK1 can
serve as a testing area for different altimetric missions, but also ascending and descending orbits could
be compared against each other.

The sea that extends between Crete and Gavdos is deep enough with a depth of about 1400 m.
Thus, it is suitable for satellite calibration over a stretch of 20 km with uncontaminated observations.
The area has been experiencing strong west to east currents, so the dynamic topography has
to be carefully examined. Over the period of 1990–2008, ocean circulation has been thoroughly
investigated [32]. At the same time, several underwater sensors are regularly deployed at various
locations in this water channel. These instruments are operated by government institutes to monitor
different geophysical parameters (e.g., wind, pressure, temperature, wave height, salinity, currents,
turbidity, etc.), and thus a good picture of what is happening in terms of the ocean currents and
circulation is known.

At the moment, the RDK1 Cal/Val site is equipped with a radar tide gauge, a GNSS receiver and
a set of communication links with a solar power system (Figure 11). It is planned that another tide
gauge is to be setup there to increase confidence in water level observations. All instrumentation is
under either lab or factory testing and characterization.
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Figure 11. The RDK1 Cal/Val site located exactly under the Jason ascending Pass No. 109 (lower left) 

and equipped with a radar tide gauge and a GNSS receiver (lower right). The site will be used not 

only for Jason calibration, but also for Sentinel-3A (Pass No. 335, descending, 9 km west) and for 

Sentinel-3B (Pass No. 71, ascending) (upper). 

  

Figure 11. The RDK1 Cal/Val site located exactly under the Jason ascending Pass No. 109 (lower left)
and equipped with a radar tide gauge and a GNSS receiver (lower right). The site will be used not only
for Jason calibration, but also for Sentinel-3A (Pass No. 335, descending, 9 km west) and for Sentinel-3B
(Pass No. 71, ascending) (upper).
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2.1.4. The CDN1 Transponder Cal/Val Site

A permanent Sentinel-3 altimeter site of the European Space Agency has been established in
western Crete for calibrating both Sentinel-3A and Sentinel-3B at the same location. During early
surveys for field reconnaissance in 2013, the location was looked after to be able to calibrate other
altimeters as well, and particularly the baseline/reference missions of Jason (i.e., Jason-2, Jason-3, and
Jason-CS/Sentinel-6). A thorough examination of several sites has taken place in the region and a site
had been identified and finally selected at a mountainous location in western Crete. That was named
the CDN1 Cal/Val site. It has been picked to be a triple crossover point between Sentinel-3A, -3B, and
Jason; actually, it is a quadruple crossover place, as it is also only 2 km away from the ground track of
SARAL/AltiKa (previously of Envisat).

In the sequel, a signal analysis of the altimeter satellite at the proposed site was performed
by CNES, France. The investigation revealed that altimetry signals from Jason-2 scattered from
the surrounding surface at CDN1 were sound and perfectly compatible with the needs and the
requirements set for transponder calibration.

Meanwhile, a prototype microwave transponder had been constructed by the Technical University
of Crete, Greece [33]. It took almost three years (2008–2011) to manufacture it and during this period
ESA provided specifications and technical support. This transponder had been fully characterized
for 4 months (March–July 2012) at the Compact Payload Test Range facilities in ESA/ESTEC, the
Netherlands. (Figure 12). This instrument has been setup at the CDN1 Cal/Val site and has been
operational as of 2015.

The transponder Cal/Val site is located on a mountainous area at about 1000 m altitude. Control
and access to the instrumentation is achieved remotely via central and backup communications links.
The instrumentation at this altitude needs to be, and certainly is, protected from extreme weather
conditions (snow, wind, lightning, etc.). The external GNSS antennas and the meteorological sensors
are built to operate under a harsh environment in the field. Therefore, no special protection has been
necessary for these instruments. This is not however the case for the transponder, the GNSS receivers,
the communications links, and the power supply units (wind generator, solar panels, inverters, etc.).
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Along those lines, special protective housing for the transponder and the instrumentation had 

been designed and constructed. This is because if the transponder’s antennas are exposed to, for 

example, strong winds, then any minor alterations in their orientation (even in sub-mm level) may 

lead to erroneous observations. Several solutions for the transponder housing had been evaluated 

given certain constraints regarding construction material, operating environment, etc. In the end, it 

has been decided that the transponder be protected by a sliding roof that will move and leave the 
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Figure 12. The prototype transponder (left) built by the Technical University of Crete. It was fully
characterized at the Compact Payload Test Range facilities in ESA/ESTEC, the Netherlands, for four
months (March–July 2012) (right).

Along those lines, special protective housing for the transponder and the instrumentation had been
designed and constructed. This is because if the transponder’s antennas are exposed to, for example,
strong winds, then any minor alterations in their orientation (even in sub-mm level) may lead to
erroneous observations. Several solutions for the transponder housing had been evaluated given
certain constraints regarding construction material, operating environment, etc. In the end, it has been
decided that the transponder be protected by a sliding roof that will move and leave the instrument
free of any signal interference during calibrations (Figure 13). In summary, the CDN1 Cal/Val site has
been fully operational as of September 2015. It provides external, independent post-launch calibration
services for all Ku-band altimeters that fly over the area.
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Figure 13. (a) The site as is located on top of Crete mountains at an elevation of about 1000 m. (b) The 

initial setting of the CDN1 site as was inspected by ESA in June 2014 with no construction at that 

stage. (c) The site as it exists today and fully operational for transponder calibrations. (d) An 

overview of the site as seen in May 2017 from a higher altitude where groundtracks of Sentinal-3A 

and Sentinel-3B, as well as SWOT, are depicted. The red ground track extends south to Gavdos 

island where sea-surface calibrations complement and cross-examine the transponder Cal/Val 

results. 

2.1.5. The GNSS Monitoring Network 

A network of continuously operating GNSS reference stations [34] has been established by the 

Technical University of Crete in western Crete as early as 2001. This supports the PFAC operations. 

A map with the various locations of the GNSS monitoring network as distributed in western Crete 

and some of site pictures are shown on Figure 13. This permanent array has been providing absolute 

determination for the coordinates of the Cal/Val sites, as well as keeping track of ionosphere and wet 

troposphere delays of satellite signals in the region. It also acts as a geodetic infrastructure for 

monitoring tectonic deformation in this earthquake prone part of Crete. 

Three GNSS stations also operate inside the campus of the Technical University of Crete: (a) The 

“TUC2” GNSS station (Figure 14 Upper), continuously operating as of June 2004. This was officially 

the first station in Greece to be part of the European Reference Frame Permanent Network. (b) The 

“TUC3” station (Figure 14 Lower Left) established in February 2013 as part of the EGNOS (European 

Geostationary Navigation Overlay System) Resources Real Time Performance Array. (c) A BeiDou 

Chinese station (called “TUC4”) (Figure 14 Lower Central and Right) set up in May 2012 (Figure 15).  

 

Figure 13. (a) The site as is located on top of Crete mountains at an elevation of about 1000 m. (b) The
initial setting of the CDN1 site as was inspected by ESA in June 2014 with no construction at that stage.
(c) The site as it exists today and fully operational for transponder calibrations. (d) An overview of the
site as seen in May 2017 from a higher altitude where groundtracks of Sentinal-3A and Sentinel-3B, as
well as SWOT, are depicted. The red ground track extends south to Gavdos island where sea-surface
calibrations complement and cross-examine the transponder Cal/Val results.

2.1.5. The GNSS Monitoring Network

A network of continuously operating GNSS reference stations [34] has been established by the
Technical University of Crete in western Crete as early as 2001. This supports the PFAC operations.
A map with the various locations of the GNSS monitoring network as distributed in western Crete
and some of site pictures are shown on Figure 13. This permanent array has been providing absolute
determination for the coordinates of the Cal/Val sites, as well as keeping track of ionosphere and
wet troposphere delays of satellite signals in the region. It also acts as a geodetic infrastructure for
monitoring tectonic deformation in this earthquake prone part of Crete.

Three GNSS stations also operate inside the campus of the Technical University of Crete: (a) The
“TUC2” GNSS station (Figure 14 Upper), continuously operating as of June 2004. This was officially
the first station in Greece to be part of the European Reference Frame Permanent Network. (b) The
“TUC3” station (Figure 14 Lower Left) established in February 2013 as part of the EGNOS (European
Geostationary Navigation Overlay System) Resources Real Time Performance Array. (c) A BeiDou
Chinese station (called “TUC4”) (Figure 14 Lower Central and Right) set up in May 2012 (Figure 15).
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Figure 14. Location of the geodetic GNSS network in support for the operations of the Permanent 
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(lower right), SUG1 (Lower central), and SEL1 (Lower left) in western Crete. The (upper) images refer
to CDN1 (upper right) and SUG1 sites.
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Figure 15. (Upper) The “TUC2” permanent GNSS station on University Campus. This has been the
first Greek site to be part of the EUREF permanent network as of 2004. (Lower Left) The “TUC3”
established in February 2013 as part of the EGNOS Resources Real Time Performance Array. (Lower
Central and Right) The Chinese BeiDou station (UR240-CORS Receiver), called “TUC4”, installed on
campus as of May 2012.

Processing of this network data from those permanent GNSS sites is carried out using three
different types of scientific software: GAMIT [35], Bernese [36], and GIPSY [37]. The coordinates
and their velocities for each GNSS site are estimated along with the ionospheric and tropospheric
signal delays. These atmospheric signal delays are also used to provide ground truth verification
for the radiometer on board the satellite altimeter. Tables 2 and 3 show the latest results for the
coordinates, velocities, and their processing uncertainties of 11 such GNSS stations in the ITRF 2008
reference system.

Independent positioning systems and processing techniques have been applied to achieve FRM
standards for the determination of geodetic coordinates and results. For example, an inter-comparison
and cross-examination of tropospheric delays, as determined by GPS [called “GVD0”] in Gavdos but
also with a collocated DORIS beacon (less than 50 m away, called “GAVB”) (Figure 16), have been
carried out [38]. This DORIS site had been installed on 27 September 2003, as part of the permanent
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facility for satellite altimetry calibration. Both of these sites are less than 1.5 km away from the harbor
Cal/Val site in Gavdos where the main tide gauges are located.

Table 2. Coordinates and uncertainties (weighted root mean square error) for 11 GNSS stations
in western Crete from the established monitoring network in support of the Permanent Altimeter
Calibration Facility (ITRF 2008).

Site Latitude
(Deg)

Longitude
(Deg)

Ell.Height
(m)

σ(lat)
(mm)

σ(lon)
(mm)

σ(h)
(mm)

Time Span
(Years)

CDN0 N 35 20
16.024403

E 23 46
46.854649 1049.5183 1.9 2.5 7.6 2014.49–2018.44

CDN2 N 35 20
16.291142

E 23 46
46.829187 1050.4080 1.7 1.9 8.0 2016.40–2018.44

CRS1 N 35 18
12.649002

E 23 31
17.263955 21.2075 2.0 1.8 5.4 2008.18–2018.44

GVD0 N 34 50
18.578282

E 24 6
31.908077 123.8719 2.2 1.6 5.6 2003.04–2017.35

GVD7 N 34 50
52.744567

E 24 7
11.205655 20.1685 1.5 1.8 5.8 2009.37–2018.44

GVD8 N 34 50
52.612206

E 24 7
11.399223 22.2757 1.6 1.9 6.2 2010.50–2018.44

IMS1 N 35 22
12.547506

E 24 28
20.982681 35.9138 1.8 1.6 5.0 2010.19–2015.19

MEN2 N 35 40
12.897887

E 23 44
26.308798 265.7064 2.9 3.1 5.9 2013.26–2018.25

RDK1 N 35 11
15.375737

E 24 19
6.539699 25.5337 3.7 1.9 9.0 2009.18–2017.44

SELI N 35 21
14.334437

E 23 50
22.305407 1038.0693 1.9 2.1 4.7 2009.52–2013.80

TUC2 N 35 31
59.482697

E 24 4
14.015013 160.8894 2.0 1.9 4.6 2004.47–2018.44

Table 3. Velocities and uncertainties (weighted root mean square error) for 14 GNSS stations in western
Crete from the established monitoring network in support of the Permanent Altimeter Calibration
Facility. (ITRF 2008).

Site vN
(m/Year)

vE
(m/Year)

vUP
(m/Year)

σvN
(m)

σvE
(m)

σvUP
(m)

Time Span
(Years)

CDN0 −0.0129 0.0092 0.0009 0.0003 0.0005 0.0015 2014.49–2018.44
CDN2 −0.0129 0.0063 0.0002 0.0007 0.0006 0.0036 2016.40–2018.44
CRS1 −0.0124 0.0068 −0.0011 0.0002 0.0001 0.0003 2008.18–2018.44
GVD0 −0.0128 0.0081 0.0000 0.0002 0.0001 0.0004 2003.04–2017.35
GVD7 −0.0138 0.0086 −0.0004 0.0001 0.0002 0.0005 2009.37–2018.44
GVD8 −0.0143 0.0082 −0.0007 0.0002 0.0002 0.0007 2010.50–2018.44
IMS1 −0.0131 0.0078 −0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 0.0006 2010.19–2015.19

MEN2 −0.0146 0.0058 −0.0001 0.0005 0.0005 0.0007 2013.26–2018.25
RDK1 −0.0128 0.0081 0.0010 0.0004 0.0002 0.0009 2009.18–2017.44
SELI −0.0112 0.0077 −0.0010 0.0004 0.0005 0.0009 2009.52–2013.80

TUC2 −0.0124 0.0075 −0.0006 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 2004.47–2018.44
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radiometer campaign was conducted in Rethymnon, Crete, to measure the zenith wet path delay 

during the overflight of Jason-1 on 11 January 2003 (Figure 17). 
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2003, at Rethymnon, Crete. (Upper left) image shows the results of wet troposphere delays as a 
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Mediterranean Studies in Rethymnon.  

Figure 16. The DORIS beacon (Left and central image) and system (right image) installed in Gavdos
calibration facility. It was collocated with a GNSS receiver (Left image). This GAVB Doris station was
decommissioned on 27 March 2014. A new installation is underway elsewhere in western Crete.

In the past, a Geodetic Mobile Solar Spectrometer (GEMOSS-I), developed by ETH Zurich,
Switzerland, was used at the PFAC to retrieve the precipitable water vapor content in the
atmosphere [39] during a satellite altimeter pass. From 11 January to 11 January 2003, a GEMOSS-I
radiometer campaign was conducted in Rethymnon, Crete, to measure the zenith wet path delay
during the overflight of Jason-1 on 11 January 2003 (Figure 17).
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Figure 17. Time variation of the zenith wet path delay as measured by GEOMOSS-I on 11 January 2003,
at Rethymnon, Crete. (Upper left) image shows the results of wet troposphere delays as a function
of time. (Upper right) images show a close view of this prototype GEOMOSS-I instrument and the
(lower) image depicts the instrument set up on the roof of the building at the Institute of Mediterranean
Studies in Rethymnon.
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2.1.6. The Operations Control Center

The central control of the PFAC takes place at the Operations Control Center at the Technical
University of Crete, where all observations from all instrumentation in the field are transferred for
archiving and analysis. Two file servers (one acts as back-up unit) are used for data archiving. The main
file server, called “THALES,” and the back-up units are installed inside the University Data Center,
where optimal and controlled computer conditions are kept throughout the year. Scientific software
for data processing is installed in dedicated computer servers at the University as well (Figure 18).
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Figure 18. The Data Center at the Technical University of Crete, where field observations, data
archiving, and processing is carried out for the Cal/Val operations.

At times, precise orbit determination for the satellite altimeters has been supported by local
Satellite Laser Ranging. As altimeters fly over Cal/Val sites and eccentric to their ground track, their
orbit has been tracked by the French Ultra-Mobile Transportable Laser Ranging System, operated by
the Observatoire de la Cote d’Azur, France. The observation campaigns took place between March and
October 2003 (Figure 19). During these 6 months, the Jason-1 satellite has been tracked in ascending
and descending orbits over the Gavdos Cal/Val sites. About 1400 observation passes have been
collected for Jason-1 and TOPEX/Poseidon, as well as the Lageos, Starlette, and Stella satellites.
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Figure 19. The French Transportable Satellite Laser Ranging System in 2003 collocated with the
TUC2 GNSS site on the University Campus, Chania, Crete, Greece. This laser facility conducts laser
measurements between the facility and the satellite radar altimeter. It is only a 350 kg unit, which
transmits laser pulses with an energy of 20 mJ at a frequency of 10 Hz through a telescope of 13 cm
in diameter.

Between May 2013 and May 2014, and before the transponder was transferred and installed to
its permanent CDN1 Cal/Val site on the mountains of Crete, the transponder had been deployed at
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another site on University Campus for testing and evaluation. At this site, called “SLR2,” several
transponder calibrations took place for CryoSat-2 (Figures 20 and 21).
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that the final produced accuracy of the absolute geoid height is about ±8 cm for the Gavdos/Crete 
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models is not that clear and definitive, even today. It requires extreme and careful fine-tuning for 

satellite altimeter calibration whose confidence and accuracy improves over time and with 

Figure 20. The “SLR2” site was constructed next to the “TUC3” EGNOS site (left) on the University
Campus as a temporary location for testing and evaluation of the transponder (right) before its final
deployment at “CDN1” on the mountains of West Crete.
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Figure 21. Cryosat-2 SAR raw waveforms during 10 May 2013 (left), and 14 May 2014 (right), of
transponder calibration at the SLR2 site on the University Campus. The approximate distance between
the satellite and the transponder was 236 m and 1100 m, respectively, for those two calibrations.

2.2. Regional Models and Reference Surfaces

Calibration of a satellite altimeter is carried out in open sea about 20 km away from the land
Cal/Val site to avoid any contamination or interference of altimeter signals. This transfer of precise
measurements from the Cal/Val site on land to the open sea requires absolute and accurate knowledge
of the reference geoid and mean dynamic topography in the area (MDT).

Geoid and MDT models in the region of western Crete and Gavdos have been developed after
almost 20 years through dedicated gravity surveys (terrestrial, marine, and airborne), as well as by
other independent satellite observations. To determine heights for geoid and MDT at certain locations
at sea needed for calibration, various gravimetric and estimation techniques have been applied to
original observations. These have been, for example, spatial statistics, colocation, Kriging, remove
and restore, and several approximation and interpolation methods. The final produced uncertainty
with these geoid models depends upon the instrumentation used for gravity observation, the models
applied to convert gravity into heights, and the digital terrain models, including bathymetry, local
conditions, etc., for observation reductions. All in all, the final height discrepancy in the absolute
sense between the geoid and the ellipsoid is no less than ±35 cm as an absolute value, though it
does not exceed ±1 cm in a relative sense for the region of calibration. Recent observations, for
example with GOCE and GRACE gravity satellites may enable us to claim that the final produced
accuracy of the absolute geoid height is about ±8 cm for the Gavdos/Crete Cal/Val site. The absolute
determination of the orthometric height at the Cal/Val site based on these models is not that clear and
definitive, even today. It requires extreme and careful fine-tuning for satellite altimeter calibration
whose confidence and accuracy improves over time and with experience. Height determination for the
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Cal/Val observations is an extremely sensitive component in satellite calibration but at the same time
it constitutes an influential but less known parameter when establishing a new Cal/Val site.

In the past (circa 2010), the relative accuracy of the applied geoid and MDT models and calibrating
techniques has been verified by boat, ship, and buoy campaigns, as bathymetry is deep and changes
abruptly around Gavdos and western Crete [40,41]. These campaigns were made predominately along
the satellite groundtracks at sea. In 1990–2008, ocean observations with drifters, but also dedicated
cruises, have also established the local ocean circulation and sea conditions. In January 2003, an area of
about 200 km × 200 km was surveyed by an aircraft with an absolute gravimeter and laser altimetry,
along with a dedicated survey ship at sea, around the PFAC [42] (Figures 22 and 23). The data collected
were integrated with previous gravity campaigns using airborne [43], shipborne, and terrestrial
resources to generate, through optimal combinations, several regional geoid models [44]. Details of
those reference surfaces currently used to perform sea-surface calibration at the Gavdos/Crete PFAC
are presented in Reference [40].
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Figure 22. GPS buoy experiment conducted in the coast of Crete: (left) the boat track, and (right) a
floating buoy with its GPS dragged by the ship.
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Bias results for all these altimeters (i.e., Jason-1, Jason-2, Jason-3, SARAL, HY-2A, and 

Sentinel-3A) have been obtained with sea-surface measurements, but also with crossover 

comparisons at sea. For the crossover analysis, heights have been compared for various altimeters 

when they happen to fly within a short period of time (i.e., 1–3 days) at the same location at sea.  

Figure 23. (Left) Airborne surveys have been conducted in PFAC using a DeHavilland Twin-Otter
aircraft owned by the Swiss Federal Office of Topography (a) equipped with an array of four GPS
receivers, (b) an inertial measuring unit, (c) an Optec Laser profiler sensor, and (d) a LaCoste Romberg
Sea/Air-gravimeter (University of Bergen, Norway. (Right) The locations of observations made for
conductivity, temperature, and density around the Gavdos made via the research vessel “Philia” of the
Hellenic Center for Marine Research.

Bias results for all these altimeters (i.e., Jason-1, Jason-2, Jason-3, SARAL, HY-2A, and Sentinel-3A)
have been obtained with sea-surface measurements, but also with crossover comparisons at sea. For the
crossover analysis, heights have been compared for various altimeters when they happen to fly within
a short period of time (i.e., 1–3 days) at the same location at sea.
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Transponder results for Jason-2, Jason-3, and Sentinel-3A have been produced at the CDN1
Cal/Val site, while along the same orbit and cycle but 4–7 s apart, calibration with sea surface
techniques is determined with the Gavdos Cal/Val facility. The following section presents the latest
calibration results for several altimetric missions employing the sea-surface calibration.

3. Sea-Surface Calibration Results

The first calibration results for Jason-1 with Gavdos Cal/Val were reported in 2004 [45]. Since then,
a standardized sea-surface methodology has come out for calibrating satellite altimeters using the
ascending orbit No. 109 and the descending orbit No. 18 for Jason satellites [24,40,46–49]. It is not the
purpose of this paper to provide details on calibration procedures over the sea surface. The reader is
referred to the previous literature for details on the methodology.

The latest results for the Jason satellites, when the sea-surface calibration methodology is applied,
are presented in Figure 24 with the following product versions: Jason-1 (GDR-E), Jason-2 (GDR-D),
and Jason-3 (GDR-D) (Table 4).

Calibration is carried out at sea zones between 14.5 km to 24 km for Pass No. 109 (ascending),
and 9 km to 20 km for the Pass No. 18 (descending). Sea calibrating zones are with respect to the point
of closest approach and south of Gavdos. The segment of the ascending orbit No. 109 in Jason, north
of Gavdos (extending 12–20 km North), provides bias results as well, but based on two Cal/Val sites,
i.e., Gavdos and RDK1 Cal/Val. These calibrating zones have been selected after careful and detailed
examination of geoid and MDT models at these regions against bias performance, bathymetry changes,
and are also measured and verified by boat campaigns [40].

For Jason-1, sea-surface calibrations started at cycle No. 70 (December 2003), as site constructions
had not been concluded earlier, along with instrument set up at the Cal/Val site in Gavdos. The Jason-1
calibration ended at cycle No. 101 (October 2004), as at this time works for building a new harbor in
Gavdos had been initiated and instruments were temporarily removed from the Cal/Val area.

Calibration results for Jason-2 are complete for all of its cycles (2–303) and presented in Figure 24
and Table 4. The Jason-3 biases have been determined as well for cycles 1–80 (18 February 2016, till
11 April 2018) and also shown in Figure 24e,f and Table 4.
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Figure 24. Altimeter biases for Jason-1 (a,b), Jason-2 (c,d), and Jason-3 (e,f) along descending and 

ascending orbits over the sea surface around Gavdos Island. 

In the above results, altimeter biases represent mean values. Uncertainties, as shown in Table 4 

and Figure 23, declare a statistical measure (standard deviation of the mean) for the dispersion of the 

values in the derived bias for each satellite. They, however, reflect a rather misleading and 

incomplete indicator for the bias uncertainty of each satellite. The “true” uncertainty for the 

altimeter bias is approached and should be evaluated using the concept of fiducial reference 

measurements [50,51]. 

Figure 24. Altimeter biases for Jason-1 (a,b), Jason-2 (c,d), and Jason-3 (e,f) along descending and
ascending orbits over the sea surface around Gavdos Island.

In the above results, altimeter biases represent mean values. Uncertainties, as shown in Table 4
and Figure 23, declare a statistical measure (standard deviation of the mean) for the dispersion of the
values in the derived bias for each satellite. They, however, reflect a rather misleading and incomplete
indicator for the bias uncertainty of each satellite. The “true” uncertainty for the altimeter bias is
approached and should be evaluated using the concept of fiducial reference measurements [50,51].
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Table 4. Absolute calibration results for Jason satellites based on sea-surface observations along the
ascending pass No. 109 and the descending pass No. 18 at the Gavdos Cal/Val facility.

Satellite Jason-1 Jason-2 Jason-3
Product GDR-E GDR-D GDR-D
Cycles 70–100 2–303 1–80

SSH bias
Pass No. 18, Descending +4.70 cm (±1.3 cm) + 0.63 cm (±0.3 cm) −0.74 cm (±0.4 cm)
Pass No. 109 Ascending +3.50 cm (±1.3 cm) +0.33 cm (±0.2 cm) −0.50 cm (±0.4 cm)

Average +4.10 cm +0.48 cm −0.62 cm

It seems that some minor directional errors are revealed on the derived bias for Jason altimeters
along its ascending and descending orbits. This could be justified as a similar pattern for orbital
errors for those satellites that seem to exist over the globe as well (OSTST Report 2013). Nonetheless,
peculiarities in this calibration locale, instrumentation, models, and processing might also influence
and attribute to this discrepancy in bias along different orbit directions.

Sea-surface calibration of Sentinel-3A has been also carried out using the same infrastructure
for both its ascending (Pass No. 14) and descending (No. 335) orbits around and in proximity
to Gavdos [52]. The same Cal/Val infrastructure has also been used for the calibration of the
SARAL/AltiKa altimetric mission along its ascending Pass No. 571 [53] as well as for the Chinese
mission HY-2A (descending Pass No. 280) [31]. Some recent results for the Chinese HY-2A mission
are given in Figure 25, based on the CRS1 Cal/Val site on southwestern Crete for cycles 23 to 98 and
for I-GDR products. It can be observed using Figure 23 that the altimeter of HY-2A is not stable but
presents a linear and downgrading trend.
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Figure 25. Altimeter bias for the Chinese HY-2A mission based on the CRS1 Cal/Val site, with its
descending pass No. 280, west of Crete, Cycles: 23–98, I-GDR products. It seems that the HY-2A
exhibits a linear trend on its bias values starting from +60 cm and going down about the same value
with an opposite sign (i.e., −60 cm) at the last cycle No. 98.

4. Transponder Calibration Results

Sea-state bias is one of the largest sources of uncertainty linked with altimetric signals [54]. This is
primarily because altimeter measurements are subject to interference originating by multiple and
heterogeneous scatterers at sea [55]. A transponder on land overcomes this sea-state and scattering
problem. Its image appears as a sharp point target to the radar altimeter, therefore it is easier to
distinguish than sea [56]. Thus, during an overpass, the process for determining the range from the
satellite to the transponder is straightforward [57,58].

The PFAC infrastructure has been involved in calibrations in the past with another and older
transponders in Gavdos Island for Envisat [59] and Jason-2 [60]. In this work, calibration results have
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been derived based on the new CDN1 Cal/Val transponder site for Jason-2 and Jason-3, as well as for
their tandem mission. Finally, first transponder results for Sentinel-3A are also given.

Specifically, a series of Jason-2 calibrations at CDN1 Cal/Val site has been performed for its Pass
No. 18 and Cycles 267–277, from October 2015 to January 2016. Afterwards, twenty more calibrations
for the tandem mission of Jason-2 and Jason-3 have been carried out during March–September 2016,
i.e., for Jason-2 Pass No. 18, Cycles 285–303, and for Jason-3 Pass No. 18, Cycles 5–23.

Absolute transponder coordinates for its reference point have been determined using various
geodetic techniques and during several years of observations. Two permanent GNSS receivers
(i.e., CDN0 and CDN2) continuously operating on site since June 2014 have helped in that direction.
Station coordinates are determined in ITRF using scientific software. In addition, local geodetic
surveys take place every six months to transfer the GNSS station coordinates to the transponder’s
reference point.

Delays in satellite signals as they travel through the transponder electronics need to be known
precisely (uncertainties less than ±10–30 picosec) as they introduce raised biases for the satellite range.
This internal delay in the transponder electronics has been measured thoroughly in 2013 (see also
Section 2.1.4). Supplementary measurements on the transponder’s internal delay have been conducted
in specialized labs in Greece as well to verify previous results conducted at ESA, the Netherlands.

Atmospheric propagation delays are precisely estimated via dedicated GNSS processing.
Algorithms and subsequent software for processing transponder signals have already been
designed and developed for deriving calibration results at the CDN1 Cal/Val transponder
site. Steps and explanations of this transponder processing are given in Reference [60]. Some
representative transponder responses for Jason-2, Jason-3, CryoSat-2, and Sentinel-3A are portrayed
on Figure 26 below.
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Figure 26. Transponder signal responses for Jason-2 (lower left), Jason-3, CryoSat-2 (upper), and
Sentinel-3A (lower right) at different calibration dates.
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4.1. Transponder Versus Sea-Surface Biases: Jason-2 and Jason-3

Figure 27 presents, at first, the Jason-2 range calibration using the transponder at the CDN1
Cal/Val site along its descending orbit No. 18 and for cycles 267–303 (2 October 2015, to 23 September
2016). Figure 28 depicts the Jason-2 bias derived using sea-surface calibration and based on the Gavdos
Cal/Val for the same period (Cycles 265–303). Sea calibration follows a few seconds immediately after
the transponder calibration at CDN1 transponder Cal/Val. The gap of range bias results in Figure 26
between Cycle 277 (9 January 2016) and 285 (28 March 2016) exists as the transponder had not been
operating during that period.
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The mean value of Jason-2 for its range bias with the transponder along the descending Pass 

No.18 is computed as range bias (Jason-2, Cycles 267–303) = −1.2 cm ± 0.6 cm (Figure 27), whereas 

during the same period, the sea surface bias amounts to a SSH bias (Jason-2, No. 267–303) = +1.7 cm ± 
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values of about the same magnitude but with opposite signs, as expected. These results support and 
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Figure 27. (Top) Jason-2 range biases determined by the CDN1 transponder Cal/Val, for Cycles
267–303. The mean value does not include Cycles 285–290. During March–May 2016, there had been a
malfunction in the meteorological sensors and no reliable atmospheric delays had been determined.
Delays were based solely on models for that period. Results are in cm. (Bottom) The boxplot of the
Jason-2 range bias. Values are symmetrical around the central location value (mean, red horizontal
line). The higher and lower horizontal box lines represent the 75th and 25th percentiles, respectively.
The outer limits of the boxplot represent maximum and minimum values.

The mean value of Jason-2 for its range bias with the transponder along the descending Pass
No.18 is computed as range bias (Jason-2, Cycles 267–303) = −1.2 cm ± 0.6 cm (Figure 27), whereas
during the same period, the sea surface bias amounts to a SSH bias (Jason-2, No. 267–303) = +1.7 cm
± 0.5 cm (Figure 28). Biases derived using transponder and sea-surface techniques exhibit absolute
values of about the same magnitude but with opposite signs, as expected. These results support and
also corroborate each other as they are determined using diverse calibration techniques, locations,
settings, and instrumentation.
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Figure 28. Jason-2 SSH biases derived using the Gavdos Cal/Val for Cycles 265–303 with GDR-D data
products. Results are shown in cm.

Similar conclusions were found for the Jason-3 altimeter with transponder and sea-surface
calibrations. Jason-3 transponder results for Cycles 5–80 are shown on Figure 29. The first four
transponder cycles could not be calibrated and are missing in Figure 29. During that period, fine-tuning
had to be put into action with parameters to upload onto Jason-3 such that its altimeter would be able
to observe the transponder at that mountain height (i.e., 1050 m altitude).

The transponder produces a mean value of +0.76 cm± 0.4 cm for the range bias of Jason-3. Results
have been produced with Level-2 data products and precise orbits. The distinctive variation pattern
on the results of transponder biases in Figure 29 could be generated by yaw steering applied in Jason-3
satellite (as well as in Jason-2). No such variation pattern appears, for example, in Sentinel-3A where
no such yaw steering is implemented.
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Figure 29. (Top) Range bias results with the transponder at the CDN1 Cal/Val site in West Crete for
Jason-3 and for the descending orbit No. 18 with SGDR-D products. (Bottom) The boxplot of the
Jason-3 range bias. It appears that the values are symmetrical around the central location value (mean
= +0.76 cm, red horizontal line). The higher and lower horizontal box lines represent 75th and 25th
percentiles, respectively. The outer limits of the boxplot represent maximum and minimum values.
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Sea surface calibration generates a Jason-3 bias of −0.74 cm ± 0.4 cm (Figure 24f), observed a few
seconds immediately after transponder calibration along the same descending orbit No.18. Sea-surface
results for Jason-3 were based on cycles 1–80 (18 February 2016, till 11 April 2018) for orbit No. 18 and
with GDR-D data products.

4.2. Tandem Mission for Jason-2 and Jason-3

There was a tandem mission for Jason-2 and Jason-3 in 2016. In that period, transponder
calibration was initiated on 28 March 2016, approximately two months after the Jason-3 launch
(i.e., 17 January 2016). It ended on 23 September 2016, when Jason-2 shifted to a different orbit.
During this tandem period, both satellites were flying as a group of satellites together on the same
orbit but separated by just 80 s (560 km, Jason-3 directly behind Jason-2). Both satellites have been
calibrated almost simultaneously with the sea-surface facility at Gavdos and the transponder at the
CDN1 Cal/Val site along their descending pass No. 18. The first four cycles in Jason-3 have not been
measured with the transponder, as previously explained.

Figure 30 illustrates the differences in range bias of Jason-3 with respect to Jason-2, as measured
with the transponder during their tandem period. The mean value for this range bias difference has
been estimated to be JA3 − JA2 = +1.37 cm − (−0.40 cm) = + 1.77 cm ± 0.7 cm for that specific tandem
period and based upon 15 calibration points. It should be pointed out that during Cycles 285–289
(28 March 2016, till 7 May 2016), there have been some functional problems with meteorological sensors
at the CDN1 site, and models have been applied to determine atmospheric delays. If we take into
account the up to now duration of transponder calibrations for Jason-3 (Cycles 5–80) and compare it
against Jason-2 (Cycles 267–303), then this difference between the two satellites comes to a mean value
of JA3 − JA2 = + 0.76 cm − (−1.2 cm) = +1.96 cm ± 0.8 cm.
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Figure 30. Range bias results for Jason-3 with respect to Jason-2 over their tandem mission with the
transponder at the CDN1 Cal/Val site in western Crete. The SGDR-D and Level-2 data products have
been used for the descending orbit No. 18.

A comparable performance has been observed between Jason-3 against Jason-2, if both satellites
are calibrated with sea-surface techniques using the Gavdos Cal/Val for their tandem period.
This tandem calibration is shown in Figure 31. Even though the results were based upon a very
small sample of 16 data values for the tandem mission, Jason-3 appears to measure shorter sea-surface
heights by 2.66 cm with respect to Jason-2. Biases for these sea-surface heights were based on the
descending orbit No. 18 and on the GDR-D products.
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Figure 31. Bias results with sea-surface techniques at the Gavdos Cal/Val site for Jason-3 with respect
to Jason-2 over their tandem mission (28 March 2016, to 23 September 2016). Jason-2 seems to observe
heights for the sea surface higher than those of Jason-3 by +2.66 cm. Results were based on very few
data points (only 16 data values for their difference). The GDR-D products have been used for this for
descending orbit No. 18 only.

During their tandem mission, both satellites measured the same sea region south of Gavdos, but
on another ascending orbit No. 109 (Figure 32). The mean value of Jason-2 bias for Cycles 281–298
has been computed as JA2 = +2.25 cm (No. 109). Also, the mean value for the Jason-3 bias for its
corresponding Cycles 1–19 has been determined as JA3 = −1.05 cm (No. 109). Therefore, based on
the other orbit No. 109 and sea-surface calibration, the difference between those satellite observations
amounts to JA3 − JA2 = (−1.05 − 2.25 cm) = −3.3 cm. This analysis reconfirms that Jason-3 measures
lower sea-surface heights by 3.3 cm with respect to Jason-2. The produced results seem to agree with
other publications on the subject [61].
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Figure 32. Bias results with sea-surface techniques at the Gavdos Cal/Val site for Jason-3 with respect
to Jason-2 over the ascending orbit No. 109 (18 February 2016, to 18 August 2016) (16 data values).

Figure 33 shows a profile of sea-surface biases of Jason-3 and Jason-2 with respect to distance
from the point of closest approach at the Gavdos Cal/Val. It can be clearly seen that Jason-3 measures
lower heights than Jason-2.
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Comparisons have been made between different altimeters at sea within a time window of 3 
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Figure 33. Bias profiles of Jason-3 and Jason-2 with values determined from a 300 m running median
window with respect to distance from the point of closest approach. Altimeters’ profiles are along the
descending Pass No. 18 and south of Gavdos Cal/Val.

5. Crossover Calibration Results

On 11 November 2016, Sentinel-3A (Cycle No. 11) and Jason-3 (Cycle No. 28) flew almost
simultaneously over the transponder site, in ascending and descending passes, respectively. They were
separated in orbit by 24 s (Figure 34). Therefore, atmospheric conditions, tidal effects, transponder
characteristics, etc. are exactly the same for both S3A and Jason-3 calibrations. The range bias of
Sentinel-3A was estimated for this pass as S3A = +20 mm, while the range bias of Jason-3 was
JA3 = +45.0 mm. Thus, the range as measured by Jason-3 was longer than that of S3A by +45.0 mm
− 20 mm = +25.00 mm. This shows that Jason-3 at the sea surface will observe shorter sea-surface
heights than Sentinel-3A by 25 mm. Although this is a very rare event to happen over the transponder,
it is a reliable indication of the offset of Jason-3 with respect to Sentinel-3A.
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Figure 34. The almost simultaneous pass of Sentinel-3A (ascending) and Jason-3 (descending) over
the transponder CDN1 Cal/Val site on 11 November 2016. Sentinel-3A passed at 20:00:12 UTC, while
Jason-3 followed at 20:00:36 UTC over the CDN1 Cal/Val site, separated by only 24 s. The same
conditions and observation site settings existed for both satellites.

Comparisons have been made between different altimeters at sea within a time window of 3 days
or shorter. Sea surface heights observed using SARAL/AltiKa with respect to the reference mission of
Jason-2 at a crossover point south of Gavdos (Figure 34) have been presented in Reference [41]. The sea
surface height measured by altimeters has to be estimated exactly at the point of their crossover. This
process involves errors as satellites do not pass at the same time over the crossover point and different
conditions and heights may prevail at sea during a satellite pass. Nonetheless, crossover analysis could
provide relative performance of one altimeter against another.
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Figure 35 shows the ground tracks of SARAL/AltiKa Pass No. 571 (yellow) and Jason-2 Pass
No. 109 (red) (both ascending) where they converge at a point about 4 km south of the Gavdos Island.
Sea-surface heights as measured by these two altimetric missions have been compared within a time
window of less than 3 days. It can be seen from Figure 32 that SARAL/AltiKa measures sea-surface
heights as a general rule less than the Jason-2 at this specific point at sea. Also, in the same Figure, the
linear degradation of HY-2A bias with respect to Jason-2 is quite clear at a point north of Crete where
both satellites converge. Finally, Sentinel-3A exhibits an average sea surface higher than Jason-3 by
about +4 cm when compared at a crossover location south of Gavdos.
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Figure 35. (Upper) The ground tracks of SARAL/AltiKa Pass No. 571 (yellow) and Jason-2 Pass No.
109 (red) (both ascending) converge at a point of about 4 km south of the Gavdos Island, Greece coast
(left). The sea-surface heights as measured by these two altimetric missions within a time window
of less than 3 days (right). Results indicate that SARAL/AltiKa always measures sea surface heights
smaller than Jason-2. (Middle) Analysis of the sea-surface heights as estimated by HY-2A and Jason-2
at a crossover point north of Crete. Left image shows the cross over location at Northwest of Crete and
the right image portrays the results for each Jason-2 and HY-2A satellite for the sea surface heights.
(Lower) Analysis of the sea-surface heights as estimated by the Sentinel-3A and Jason-3 altimeters
at the crossover location south of Gavdos. Left lower image shows the cross over location south of
Gavdos and the right image portrays differences of Sentinel-3A with respect to Jason03.The results
are given with respect to the Jason-3 reference mission. The numbers in the textbox indicate the value
of the SWH, and the following number shows time separation of both passes. Black circles mean a
crossover on almost the same day, and red star means a crossover time difference more than 2 days.
The standard deviation for the produced mean (i.e., S3A-JA3) is ±8 cm.
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6. Conclusions

The produced results on absolute calibration are concisely presented in Table 5 for Jason-1, Jason-2,
and Jason-3. Bias results for the altimeters are based on sea-surface and transponder calibrations
at Gavdos and western Crete Cal/Val facilities. Jason-2 and Jason-3 have been calibrated along the
descending orbit No. 18 by the microwave transponder at the CDN1 Cal/Val site on the mountains
of Crete and immediately 10 s later, the same satellites continued calibration relative to the sea
surface with diverse techniques, infrastructure, and instrumentation with the Gavdos Cal/Val facility.
Furthermore, relative calibrations of Sentinal-3A, HY-2A, and SARAL/AltiKa altimeters with respect
to the reference mission of Jason-2 are given in the same Table 5.

In the sequel, the performance of Jason-2 and Jason-3 has been investigated and cross-examined
during their tandem mission from 28 March 2016, till 23 September 2016. Results have been based also
upon the same CDN1 and Gavdos ground Cal/Val instrumentation and setting when satellites were
flying on the same orbit for six months in unison, separated 80 s apart. Transponder calibration has
been carried out based on their descending pass No. 18 only. A few seconds later, this satellite pass
No. 18 has been calibrated with the other Gavdos Cal/Val facility, as Jason-2 and Jason-3 were flown
immediately down south over the sea. Hence, cross-comparisons could be made for the same orbit,
but with two and diverse independent calibration techniques of the sea surface and transponder.

A short summary statement regarding the altimeter bias for all these satellites is as follows (see
also Table 5, and Figure 36):

1. Jason-1 has produced a sea-surface height bias of +3.5 cm and +4.7 cm along the ascending and
the descending orbits, respectively, around Gavdos. The mean value of this Jason-1 altimeter
comes to +4.1 cm based on cycles 70 to 100 and the GRD-E data products.

2. Jason-2 exhibits an altimeter bias in determining sea-surface heights of +0.33 cm (ascending No.
109) and to a value of +0.63 cm for its descending orbit No. 18. Hence, the mean value for Jason-2
comes to almost zero (i.e., +0.48 cm). These results were based on the Gavdos Cal/Val, and Cycles
2–303 with GDR-D data products for Jason-2.

3. The transponder at CDN1 Cal/Val facility has produced a range bias for Jason-2 of −1.2 cm for
Cycles 267–303 with SGDR-D and Level-2 data products. The associated SSH bias of Jason-2 along
Pass No. 18 for the same cycles amounts to +1.7 cm based on Gavdos Cal/Val facility. Biases
derived using transponder and sea surface techniques exhibited absolute values of about the
same magnitude but with opposite signs. These results back each other up as they are determined
by diverse calibration techniques, different locations, settings, and instrumentation;

4. Jason-3 demonstrated a bias at determining sea-surface heights of −0.50 cm along the ascending
orbit and −0.74 cm along its descending orbit, as determined by the Gavdos Cal/Val site. Results
were based on GDR-D products and its first 80 cycles of Jason-3. The mean value of the SSH bias
of Jason-3 came to −0.62 cm when averaged over the ascending and its descending pass.

5. The transponder at the CDN1 Cal/Val site demonstrated a range bias of +0.76 cm for Jason-3,
based on Cycles 5–80 with S-GDR products and precise orbits.

6. During the tandem mission, the offset in biases of Jason-3 with respect to Jason-2 for the SSH
came to −2.66 cm, while it became +1.77 cm when ranges were directly evaluated with the
transponder. The average bias offset of Jason-3 with respect to Jason-2 amounted to +2.21 cm
(mean of transponder and SSH);

7. Sentinel-3A appeared to exhibit a relative offset in sea surface heights of +4 cm with respect
to Jason-3 with crossover analysis. This value was also confirmed using a simultaneous
transponder pass over the CDN1 Cal/Val site on 11 November 2016, where a range bias of
−2.5 cm (i.e., opposite sign when compared to SSH bias) was determined.

8. Relative calibration of HY-2A against Jason-2 with crossover analysis at sea shows that HY-2A
displayed a performance that looks like a linear downward trend in bias, starting from +60 cm at
Cycle 23 and reaching about −60 cm at Cycle 98. This kind of behavior might be explained by
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realizing it was generated by a satellite clock defect (oscillation) onboard HY-2A. Comparable
bias results for HY-2A have been verified with cross over analysis at sea north of western Crete
(Figure 31).

9. SARAL/AltiKa displays a bias in sea surface height determination which was larger than that
of Jason-2.

Table 5. A concise presentation of absolute calibration results for Jason-1, Jason-2, Jason-3, Sentinel-3A,
and HY-2A satellites based on sea-surface and transponder measurements at Gavdos and western
Crete Cal/Val facilities.

SSH Bias (cm) Satellite Jason-1 Jason-2 Jason-3 JA3 − JA2 Offset

Product GDR-E GDR-D GDR-D
Cycles 70–100 2–303 1–80

No. 18 (descending) +4.7 cm ± 1.3 cm +0.63 cm ± 0.3 cm −0.74 cm ± 0.4 cm −1.37 cm
No. 109 (ascending) +3.5 cm ± 1.3 cm +0.33 cm ± 0.2 cm −0.50 cm ± 0.4 cm −0.83 cm

Average Bias +4.10 cm +0.48 cm −0.62 cm

Tandem Bias
(cm) Satellite Jason-2 Jason-3 JA3 − JA2 Offset

Product GDR-D/SGDR-D GDR-D/SGDR-D
Cycles 285–303 5–23

Sea-Surface
Height No.18 (descending) +2.70 cm ± 0.9 cm +0.27 cm ± 0.9 cm −2.43 cm

No. 109 (ascending) +1.62 cm ± 0.9 cm −0.98 cm ± 0.9 cm −2.60 cm
Transponder No. 18 (descending) −0.40 cm ± 0.6 cm +1.30 cm ± 0.5 cm +1.70 cm

Range Bias Satellite Jason-2 Jason-3 JA3 − JA2 Offset

Product SGDR-D GDR-D
Cycles 267–303 1–80

Transponder Descending −1.20 cm ± 0.6 cm +0.76 cm ± 0.4 cm +1.96 cm
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Figure 36. A synoptic presentation of all derived biases and their distribution for Jason-1, Jason-2,
Jason-3, and Sentinel-3A with box plot diagrams. These two satellites have been calibrated and
compared with sea-surface and transponder calibrations at different locations, instrumentation
and procedures.

Various error sources may be involved in and contribute uncertainties to delivered results for
altimetry calibration. These are related to instrument type, measurement kind, measuring procedures
and conditions, applied approximations, environmental conditions, etc. To maintain a comprehensive
uncertainty budget for altimetry calibration in support of reliable, long-term, consistent calibration
products, the new established standard of fiducial reference measurements for altimetry [50,51] has to
be adopted for the future. Uncertainties in altimetry calibration using sea-surface techniques may arise
from constituents related to site location (e.g., sea local effects, specs, etc.), conditions and settings
(e.g., tide gauges, instrument types, offsets, measuring water methods, thermal expansion, harbor
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local conditions, etc.), tide gauges (e.g., zero-reference point of measurement, different measuring
techniques, trends, gaps, etc.), local reference surfaces (e.g., connection with ellipsoid, mean sea
surface, open sea and satellite measuring relation, etc.), and measuring strategies (e.g., averaging
for an observation, sampling rates, simultaneity, quality control, time-tagging, etc.). The list may be
endless, but the contribution generated by each constituent should be commensurate with its relative
contribution to the final result in altimetry calibration.

According to the FRM4ALT principle, ground Cal/Val facilities, instrumentation and procedures,
set up for calibration and validation of observations, and products in satellite altimetry shall follow
well-documented procedures and protocols. Thus, uncertainty budgets have to be built upon
metrological standards and capable of being traced to Système international units [51].

For the sake of demonstration, we provide an indicative example in Table 6 of how this uncertainty
is to be determined for sea-surface calibration. This illustrating example has followed, at this initial
stage, the methodology described in a reference document by the Joint Committee for Guides in
Metrology [62]. This given demonstration model is the beginning of estimating uncertainty with FRM
standards and is to be improved after additional and accurate information is assimilated in the Cal/Val.
Details on the way this table is constructed are given in an upcoming publication for the FRM4ALT
standardization [63], but it will not be detailed here as it is not the intent of this paper.
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Table 6. Uncertainty budget analysis for the sea-surface calibration methodology.

Standard Uncertainty Uncertainty
Estimates Divisor Standardized

Uncertainty
Sensitivity
Coefficient

Uncertainty
Component Degrees of Freedom

GPS Height Processing 0.14 mm 1 0.14 mm 1 0.14 mm 1759
GPS Receiver Manufacturer 6.0 mm

√
3 3.5 mm 1 3.5 mm 50

GPS Antenna Reference Point, Lab Calibration 2.0 mm 1 2.0 mm 1 2.0 mm ∞
Water Level Observations 1.3 mm 1 1.3 mm 1 1.3 mm 19

Tide Gauge Zero Offset 5.0 mm
√

3 2.9 mm 1 2.9 mm 2
Tide Gauge Vertical Misalignment 2.4 mm

√
3 1.4 mm 1 1.4 mm 50

Tide Gauge Calibration Certificate 5.5 mm 1 5.5 mm 1 5.5 mm ∞
Spirit Levelling 0.13 mm 1 0.13 mm 1 0.13 mm 15

GNSS and Tide Gauge Thermal Expansion 1.1 mm
√

3 0.6 mm 1 0.6 mm 50
Spirit Levelling Target Misalignment 1.0 mm

√
3 0.6 mm 1 0.6 mm 50

Observer’s Experience 1.0 mm
√

3 0.6 mm 1 0.6 mm 50
Spirit Levelling Instrument 1.0 mm

√
3 0.6 mm 1 0.6 mm ∞

Water Level at Tide Pole 1.0 mm
√

3 0.6 mm 1 0.6 mm ∞
MSS/Geoid Models 5.8 mm 1 5.8 mm 1 5.8 mm 8

Cal/Val Processing and Transformations 0.5 mm
√

3 0.3 mm 1 0.3 mm 50
Geoid Slope 10.0 mm

√
3 5.8 mm 1 5.8 mm 50

Unaccounted Uncertainty 50.00 mm
√

3 28 mm 1 28 mm 50
Root Sum Square 52 mm 31.0 mm 1 31 mm 50
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All in all, the Gavdos and western Crete Cal/Val infrastructure includes at present 17 permanent
Global Navigation Satellite System stations, 9 tide gauges, 7 meteorological systems, and one
microwave transponder. Ocean tides in this part of the world are neither extreme nor vary drastically
(a few cm), while the ocean circulation and the reference models have been well established for
altimeter calibration over several decades. This Cal/Val facility is capable of calibrating ascending
and descending orbits of the same altimeters, but also at crossover locations at sea in the open ocean
around Crete. At the same location, connection and cross-comparison of various calibration processes
can be made, using the same orbits, conditions, and settings, but also employing diverse methods and
instrumentations (sea-surface and transponder).

This work has presented calibration results based on the Cal/Val infrastructure in Gavdos and
western Crete primarily for the reference missions of Jason-1, Jason-2, and Jason-3. It has also provided
relative calibrations with respect to reference missions for other satellite altimeters, such as Sentinel-3A,
HY-2A, and SARAL/AltiKa. At first, an attempt has been made to present the gradual and step by
step development of the permanent ground infrastructure in Gavdos and western Crete for sea-surface
and transponder altimeter calibration. This description covers a period from the early stages of this
infrastructure development, more than about 15 years ago, till today (2018). This facility was originally
built up in 2001 to calibrate the Jason satellite altimeters, but it eventually has contributed throughout
its many years of operation into calibrating all international altimeters, such as those from the European
Space Agency, as well as American, French, Chinese, and Indian satellites.
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